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CHRIST’S LAST SERVICE FOR MANKIND

I. God has made some wonderful promises to His spiritual children.

II. JESUS LIVED BEFORE THIS WORLD BEGAN AND WAS THE ACTIVE AGENT IN THE CREATION.
   *II Tim. 1:7-11.

III. GOD’S GREATEST PROMISE TO MAN WAS JESUS.
   Gen. 3:15. A Champion promised to Eve.
   Deut. 18:15. A Prophet promised to Moses.
   *Isa. 9:6-7. A King promised to David.

IV. THE WORLD RECEIVED HER GREATEST BLESSING WHEN JESUS CAME.
   A. Great Promises:
      A promise of ONE LAST SERVICE someday!

V. JESUS’ LAST SERVICE, on last Day, last Hour, last minute and last second of time.
   B. Will be when men don’t expect it. I Thes. 5:1-3.
      HEAVENS vanish. Vs. 7, 10, 12.
      GREAT NOISE. Mighty roaring flames.
      ELEMENTS MELT. Gr. Thaw, disintergrate.
      EARTH –WORKS burned up.

VI. LAST SERVICE BE RENDERED AFTER 8 other things have taken place:
   2. Voice of archangel will be heard. 4:16.
   3. Trumpet will sound; calling dead up. 16.
   4. Living changed & join dead. 4:17.
   5. New celestial bodies given. I C15:50-53
      (Evil: caught, trapped, exposed.)

That's eight! One more act!!

Remember John 14:3.?
Matt. 25:34.?
I Cor. 15:24-26.

Jesus take His church to glory.

INV: RESUME OF THIS LESSON: Two basic, simple truths:

1. The REDEEMED will be eternally rewarded for their dedication and sacrifices for God.

2. The DAMNED will be eternally punished for their lack of Faith, Trust and Fidelity in God. II Thess. 1:7-9.

A STAGGERING THOUGHT:
You alone can make the right decision.

Your decision will set your eternal destiny.
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